**Project Name:**
Poker Chips

**Specifications:**
- Material: 3mm White Sintra
- Printing: 6-color UV Flatbed
- Finishing: CNC Cut
- Sizes: 1.5” diameter
- Quantity: From hundreds to thousands

**Why We Do It Better:**
- High-resolution UV flatbed printing offers vibrant colors, and the best ink durability in its class
- Printing is done on large 4’x8’ sheets with thousands of images per sheet, delivering a competitive unit cost even at high quantities
- Pin-registration on a vacuum table ensures accurate backup over the entire sheet area
- Optically-registered digital cutting offers perfect registration between parts with superb edge quality
- Super-fast turnaround

UV lamp cures ink instantly with excellent scuff resistance and durability

Chips are cut on our precision CNC digital cutter

Printed, cut, bagged, and delivered

Depending on the material, the optimal cutting tools are available to ensure superior edge quality
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